
Set Your Content Free  
(and Monetize It)

How online publishers can increase revenue  

through offsite content distribution

®

“ We are now in a fragmented 
search economy, which means 
we need to extend our content 
beyond our own destination 
sites so consumers can reach it 
more easily.” 

—Sumner Redstone, Executive 
Chairman CBS Corporation
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Atomized Content: The New Reality

Publishers today face a changing online landscape, one in which users are taking control of 
how and where they view content. Rather than going directly to the destination sites of specific 
publications, users discover content through blogs and other non-traditional sources. These new 
publishers often repurpose and sometimes completely republish content without attribution.

Industry observers have called this development the “atomization” of content, and many believe 
it poses a significant challenge to publishers. “It is potentially more disruptive to big traffic sites 
than Web 2.0 was,” says Steve Rubel, SVP and Director of Insights at Edelman Digital.  “If almost all 
content can be lifted from one spot and placed somewhere where it’s more convenient to the user, 
just how will it be monetized? The ramifications reach far and wide.”1 

With these new realities come new opportunities. Forward-thinking publishers are already 
embracing the trend, freeing up their content to be distributed off of their destination sites.2    
This strategy allows you to increase offsite ad revenue, drive more traffic to your site, and find  
new opportunities for licensing and syndication.  

This whitepaper looks at the ongoing changes and suggests ways you can survive and thrive in 
this evolving content landscape.

1 Rubel, Steve. “In the Cut and Paste Web, Traffic Happens Everywhere.” Micropersuasion. Aug. 20, 2007.
2 Schonfeld, Erick. “CondeNet Goes Beyond Being A Copyright Cop; Approaches Infringement As A Business 

Opportunity.” TechCrunch. Feb. 4, 2008.
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Extracting Value From Offsite  
Content Distribution

The rise of atomized content requires fundamental changes in how you deliver content to your consumers. 

 “The challenge is that [publishers] will lose control of their distribution systems,” explains a recent report 
from Jupiter Research. “But…those who try to retain control of their distribution will likely fall behind  
their competitors.” 3

Still, letting content “go free” does not mean giving up ownership or copyrights. Nor does it mean that 
you will be creating articles, images, and videos, only to have third parties benefit from them. Instead, you 
have merely relinquished control over where your content appears. 

To compensate for this, you need new ways to profit from the offsite appearance of you content. These 
include valuable editorial insights and innovative monetization strategies, such as link building, licensing, 
and ad revenue sharing. 

3 “Jupiter Research Counsels Online News Sites To Act Like Networks, Not Just Content Distributors.” Jupiter  
Research. Aug. 27, 2007.

Figure 1. Multiple ways to benefit from offsite distribution
Leading publishers are allowing their content to go offsite, driving increased licensing fees and ad revenue.  By securing 
links with each copy of their content, publishers can increase the traffic to their site via link clickthroughs and higher 
search engine rankings.  Note:  Company names and relationships are shown for illustrative purposes only.  
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Gaining Insights From Web-wide Visibility

The first step in developing an offsite content strategy is to find out who is re-using your content and in 
what context. With technologies available today, you can closely track the republication of articles and 
other assets, wherever they appear the Net. 

One advantage of this increased visibility is a deeper understanding of what your customers want. This is 
particularly valuable for publishers that syndicate their content. For the first time, near-real time metrics 
on how your licensees are using your content are available, enabling you to tailor your content offerings, 
identify upsell opportunities, and increase revenue. 

For example, Reuters recently reported that content tracking enabled it focus on more popular styles 
of articles. “We have been a little surprised [online readers] are moving more toward fluff stories, 
infotainment,” says Reuters’ Maria Molland, SVP and Global Head of Strategy and Business Development. 
“As a result we are putting a lot more editorial resources behind sport and lifestyle.” 4 

Links as the Currency of the Web

Traditionally, links have been considered a method of attribution or branding your content. While this still 
holds true, a process called link building offers a significant opportunity for increasing traffic and revenue. 

Simply put, link building involves getting other sites to link back to the original appearance of an article, 
image or video. For leading web sites, link building is one of the most powerful traffic-generation tools 
available on the Internet today.

The reason is not merely because readers click on links and bring your site direct traffic.  Far more 
important is the effect that links have on search engines. Most publishers today receive a substantial 
portion of their visitors from keyword searches on sites like Google or Yahoo.  A great example is The New 
York Times, where search drives more traffic to its site than any other source5. 

To understand the role link building plays in increasing such traffic, it is necessary to understand how 
search engines work. Search engines continually scan the Internet cataloguing the content that For 
leading web sites. For each set of key words search engines return a list of results. These results are based 
on complex algorithms to assess how important or relevant each site is. The sites the search engine 
deemed most valuable by the search engine are ranked first. 

The number of inbound links to a site is a very important factor in determining this ranking, mainly 
because links help search engines assess how authoritative a site is. Experts in the field often refer to this 
quality as “domain strength.”  While there are many contributing factors, sites that have many links to 
them, in general, have greater domain strength than those that do not. 

By tracking the use of your content off your destination site, you can identify opportunities for link 
building. Many bloggers and other non-traditional publishers are not as careful about providing 
attribution as they should be – reports indicate that 50-65% of all republished content does not link back 
to the original web site.6  By securing a link whenever your content is repurposed, you can increase the 
authority of your site. That, in turn, can drive additional search traffic and increased revenue.

4 Luft, Oliver. ”Reuters web content tracking deal reveals thirst for ‘infotainment’ stories.” Journalism.co.uk.  
Mar. 3, 2008.

5 Patriquin, Alex. “Free For All in the New York Times’ Op-Ed and Archives.” Complete.com. Oct. 16, 2007.
6 Attributor Internal Data.  March 2008 

“ We have been a little surprised 
[online readers] are moving 
more toward fluff stories, 
infotainment, as a result  
we are putting a lot more 
editorial resources behind 
sport and lifestyle.”

—Maria Molland, Reuters’ 
SVP and Global Head of Strategy 

and Business Development
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Unlimited Licensing Potential

As a publisher you are almost certainly interested in reselling content to other media outlets. But finding 
potential partners in this field can be a challenge. How can you identify sales leads? Which ones are 
potentially valuable, and which are not worth the effort? 

By gaining insight into who is republishing your content, you may be able to discover publications or 
media outlets who are good potential partners. 

An additional advantage of offsite tracking comes after licensing agreements have been reached. By 
learning how your licensed content is being used, you can optimize your content offering. 

Advertising that Follows Content

There is little doubt that the Internet is being propelled by advertising.  According to IDC, U.S. online 
advertising totaled over $25 billion in 2007,  representing a 27% increase over 2006.7   Savvy publishers 
are demanding that the commercial sites repurposing their content also share ad revenue. This approach  
can be particularly useful when dealing with smaller sites that lack the traffic and resources to qualify  
for a licensing agreement.

The technology to share revenue exists today on platforms such as Google AdSense that allows you to 
receive ad revenue automatically, regardless of where your content appears. In this model, you would set 
your content free, but attach an ad sharing agreement to it that follows the content whenever it is used. 
The result will be a new and vibrant content marketplace, where publishers benefit regardless of where 
their content appears.

7 “U.S. Internet Advertising Grew by 27% to $25.5 billion in 2007.” IDC Research, February 11, 2008

“ If almost all content can be 
lifted from one spot and 
placed somewhere where it’s 
more convenient to the user, 
just how will it be monetized?

—Steve Rubel
SVP, Director of Insights  

Edelman Digital
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The Attributor Solution

Leading publishers, including Reuters, The Associated Press, and CondéNet, have teamed with Attributor 
to benefit from offsite content distribution. Attributor provides a comprehensive platform for tracking 
content and translating it into revenue-generating opportunities. 

To work with Attributor, you first provide a feed of your content. Attributor then fingerprints the content, 
and continually crawls over 20 billion pages across the Internet, checking for matches in near real-time. 
Attributor offers a dashboard that lists matches contextually, and provides you with actionable information, 
including:  the percentage of your content  that has been copied, whether or not the copying site is 
linking back to your  site,  the domain strength of the copying site and how many visitors viewed your 
content off-site.

Attributor also provides tools that enable you to act whenever you find a site appropriating your content. 
You can track link and takedown requests, and gain intelligence needed for negotiating and maximizing 
the value of licensing and other agreements. 

Figure 2.  Attributor Dashboard highlights your biggest opportunities 
At a glance, learn how, where and when your content is presented across the web.  Automatic filters assign licensing, 
link-building or legal actions to the appropriate member of your team. 
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Attributor Benefits

With its stream-lined workflow, Attributor can direct the right matches to the right person in your 
organization. It allows you to build links, initiate discussions with potential licensing partners, track  
the performance of existing partnerships, gain editorial insights, and protect the value of your  
content investment. 

Increased Traffic

As mentioned above , link building is one of the most powerful ways sites can benefit from the 
information Attributor provides. Using the Attributor dashboard, you can quickly find out who is 
appropriating your content without providing a link back to the original. And because not all links have 
the same value to the search engines, Attributor also assesses the domain strength of the site, so that  
you can prioritize your link request activity. After sending your link request, Attributor automatically 
monitors it to ensure compliance.

Editorial Insights  

Attributor provides tools to help you analyze and understand the use of your content. You can learn which 
genres or authors are producing content that is being republished to the widest audience. You can track 
the impact of changes and shift resources or optimize delivery to increase readership and revenue. 

More Ad Revenue

If an ad is being served on a site where your content appears, Attributor enables you to contact the 
site’s owner to request a revenue sharing deal. Attributor can facilitate communication and notify the 
advertising provider so that revenue can be split equitably. 

Figure 3. How Attributor Works  
Attributor compares digital fingerprints of your content against its Web-wide crawl.  Anyone in your organization can 
sign in to gain insights on how your content is being presented across the Internet.
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Licensing Opportunities

Every reuse of content can be a sales opportunity. Not only can Attributor help you identify sales leads, 
but it can also provide additional information, such as the number of unique visitors to a site, to help you 
prioritize them. 

In the future, tracking should also enable you to “attach” pricing to articles. In this scenario, payment will 
follow articles, photos, and videos on a pay-per-use basis. Services like Attributor will facilitate a vibrant 
marketplace where all publishers benefit from the free-flowing distribution of their content.

Protect Your Content Investment 

If all else fails, and a site does not wish to provide attribution or share revenue, Attributor also allows you 
to send removal requests and monitors the results to ensure that content is removed. 

To ensure your takedown is effective, Attributor offers two options in addition to sending a DMCA notice 
to the content host. The first is a notice to search engines to remove the offending site from its search 
results. This renders the site invisible to search users, and effectively takes it out of circulation.  In addition, 
you can notify the ad network appearing on the offending site to terminate any ad serving and eliminate 
any chance for the site to make money off of your content.

 Many questioned [The New 
York Times] decision to set 
its subscription content 
free.  These questions were 
answered when it was 
reported that traffic from 
Google searches has doubled 
in a few short months.
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Unleash Your Content

The Internet presents a changing, but virtually limitless market for publishers. Already smart publishers 
are taking advantage of the possibilities for offsite content, using tracking and mapping methodologies 
to open up new revenue streams. These publishers benefit from deeper insight into usage, greater traffic 
from link building activities, and increased revenue through licensing and revenue sharing deals. The 
future, if anything, looks brighter still. Technology is not far from enabling you to attach pricing to  
articles, photos, and videos. Whenever they are viewed on a blog or news aggregator, they should 
generate revenue. 

Leading publications like The New York Times are unleashing their content across the web with great 
success. At first, many questioned the Times’ decision to set its subscription content free. But these 
concerns were answered when the newspaper reported that traffic  from Google searches has doubled  
in a few short months.8

A free-flowing, atomized content marketplace is destined to take shape over the next few years, providing 
new licensing formats and more opportunities for monetizing your content. Enabling this marketplace 
requires services like Attributor, so that publishers can unleash their content across the Internet with the 
assurance that they can collect value from every distribution point.

  

8  Sherter, Alainx. “Search and Create.” The Deal. February 29, 2008 


